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CONTFOL ASPECÎS OF DISPLACEMENT VENTILATION

WITII COOLED CEILING

Prochaska V., B. Kegel, P. Kofoed
Sulzer lnfra Group

Winterthur, Switzerland

SUMMARY

A test room with displacement ventilation and cooled ceiling was provided with a
DDC (Direct Digital control) system controlling the sequence between heating, air
volume flow and cooling water flow for the ceiling. Air velocity and temperature
proliles were measured at different locations in the room for various internal loads.

The aim of the exper¡ments was to analyse lhe system with regard to control and to
compare various control strategies, which influence comfoñ conditions and energy
consumption. Ditferent contfol sequences were tested to optimize the system
function.

The test shows that unlike mixing vent¡lation the displacement vantitation system
contains a dead time component, above all with a small air change rate. To keep the
lotal dead time as low as possible, it is preferable to use sensors with a small time
constant. Sequences between cooling (VAV and ceiling) and heating as well as
an energy free zone have to be considered to allow appropriate operation of the
system.

A system with displacement ventilalion and cooled ceiling operates with numerous
variables as room air lemperature, supply air temperature, volume llow rate,

humidity etc. The comforl at the work place as well as lhe energy consumption are

influenced by the adjustment of these parameters. lt ¡s scarcely possible though to

reach such an optimisation in a real building. For this purpose it is better to use

simulation and laboratory tests to find the most lavourable parameters and to apply
them in lhe real equipment.

A lot of work still remains to be done in order to optimise the control system. This will

allow a further reduc't¡on of energy consumption as well as a lowering of the

equipment peak pelormance without worsening ol comlort.
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1. lntroduction

Displacement ventilation with cooled ceiling imposes more stringent require-
menls on the control system than mixing vent¡lation. A room temperature con-
trol which funct¡ons perfectly is only obtainable by means ol components which
have been optimally matched to each other, in conjunction with the correct set-
ting of parameters.A test room with displacement ventilation, cooled ceiling and
a complele control syslem was set up at Sulzer lnfra in Winterthur in order to
investigate the control behaviour . ln this room, supply air quantity, cooling ca-
pacity of the cooled ceiling and capacity of the supplementary heating were
controlled as a function of the room air temperature. The objective of the va-
rious tests was to obtain more information about the dynamic behaviour of the
system and to show corresponding optimisation possibilities.

2. Room Temperature Control

2.1 Room Temperature Conlrol System

ln order to investigate control characteristics ol a ventilated room it has to be
clear what the corrective action and the controlled variables are and where the
measuring takes place.

This question can be answered easily in the case of a simple VAV-system: The
corrective act¡on is the volume flow (posit¡on of the damper) and the controlled
variable could be the temperature measured in the air outlet.

It is not that simple when looking at a room with displacement vent¡lation and a
cooled ceiling:The corrective action is divided into several corrective parts, the
volume flow damper, the control valve of the cooled ceiling and possibly the
control valve of the heat emitter. The measurement of the conlrolled variable is
more ditficult - to install the sensor in the air oullet is not acceptable. Placing
the measuring sensor in the correct position essentially inlluences lhe comfoñ
conditions in the room. lt is importanl to consider that the room air temperature
varies with the room height.

Another problem is the radiation which, depending on the layout, removes
about 50 % of the cooling load. The room air temperature measurement does
normally not consider the radiation influence.
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Mixino Ventilation

ldêalizêd mixing Ventilation'corresponds to ailirst order controlled system. The
mixing takes"place atter a certain time corresponding to the air changb rate LW
and is dëpendent on ihe type of air inlel, Ëee Fig; 1.' : I '
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When a sudden change of sirpply airtemperatuie ociurs, the 63 %
value of the new steady stalg cgndiliQn is reached atte-J lime T.y
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Measuring sensors with time constants of several minutes are otten used to
sense the conlrolled variable directly in the room (room air temperature). Tþis
step response which illustrates the time behaviour of the contfolled system, has
in this case at least two time components: mixing time and sensor timg cgn; .

stants.

Example air change rate LW = 6 h-l
time constant Tu = 60/LW = 10 min
(idealcase)

Sensor time constant
Time delay
Recovery time
Coetficient ol difficulty
s = TulTs

Case 1

T¡=
Tu
T,s :
e

10.0 min

1.8 min

15.0 min

0.1

Case 2
T¡ = 1.0 min (fast)

Tu = 0'6 min

Tg = 12.0 min l

S = 0.05

The given values correspond to the temperature step response in Fig. 1

2 3 Disolacement Ventilation

Displacement vent¡lation behaves differently. The driving element of the room
air flow is the air flow which is generated by convection from the heat source.
The fresh air lake acls as storage to a certain extent. When the load rises, the
depth ol the lake first decreases until the control system has increased lhe
supply air volume llow rate. When the load is reduced lhe procedure is revef-
sed.,T'his priciple is illustrated in Fig. 2. :i. .

The vertical velocity of the interfåJe tàyer of the liesh air lake is a iunaion of
the room area and of the difference between the momentary supply air volume
flow rate and the air volume flow rate caused by thermal plumes.

Displacement ventilation has a controlled system of a higher order with com-
pensation. ln addition to the dead time component, the control circuit contains
the time constant of the sensor, as well as the lime constant of the room air
flow. Compared with the use of the same sensor for mixing ventilation, the lime
constant is greater due to the lower llow velocity.
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Fresh air lake
interface laYer

u^ = æjõT. Iúzr- - ûwol

= Vertical velocity of the interface layer (m/sec)

= Free floor area (m2)

= Supply air volume flow rate (m3/h)

' Vertical air volume flow rate caused by thermal ¡itumes (ms/h)

v¡
F
tlzt
Vwo

Fig.2 Characteristic flow for displacemenl vent¡lation. The ditference
between the air volume flow rate in the plumes Vwo and the supply

air flow rate V7¡ changes the height of the fresh air lake similarly

to the movement of a piston.
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Volume llow rate step

eÍ temperature O2L = conslant

T1 (dead time)

sensor

Time (min)

v
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Fig. 3

with

Measurement with
slow;response
sensor Time (min)

Tme delay T, Recovery lime Tn

Typical step response for displacement ventilation.
ln the ideal case, when a sudden change of the supply air volume
flow rate ocëurs (at constant supply air-temþeraturðj iá the presence
of laminar air llow, the dead time T¡ determines the step response

2.4 Cooled Céilín'o

unlike the mixing vent¡lation where the temperatures ol the surrounding surfa-
ces stay more or less constant, displacement ventilation as well as a cooled
ceiling cause a partly uneven temperature dilribution in the room. According to
the load a corresponding gradient of the room air temperature sets in. The
forming of the gradient depends on room geometry, on type and placement of
the heat sources and on the type of cooled ceiling (open or closed ceiling). The
temperatures of the surrounding surfaces are variable. The time constant of the
cooled ce¡ling is relatively short. Typical values are between 5 and 10 min.

r;(1) 1g(r
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3. Dvnamic Characteristic of the Svstem

- 
--

3.1 Testj¡glquipxne¡l

Atest room, L = 5,5m, W = 4,4m, H = 2,5m, giving atotal floor areaof 24 m2

and a room volume ol 60 m3 was built, see Ëig. 4. The supply air of maximum
300 m3/h is blown irito the room at the rear wall via one of three low velocity air
inlet systqms. The extracted air is removed partly via the l¡ght fitt¡ngs. An'qpen
cooled ceiliñg has been installed for additional cooling. A water heated radiator
is placed underneath the window. Two work placés are located in the front part
of the room. l-he internal loads up lo 2400 W, conesponding to 100 W/mz, can
be switched on and otf by a time programme. Furthermore, in order to assess
condensation problems, room air humidity and outs¡de conditions can be simu-
lated accordingly.

Test room with displacement ventilation, control and measuring
system
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3.2 Characteristics of a Room Temperatureëôntròlsystem

The characteristics ol a room temperature control system are determined by
two proçesses, namely the flow dynamics and the thermal component. The va-

.rialion with tir,ne of the step response with regard to time dêlay T, and recovery
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Fig. 5 Step response of the corrective action (room air temperature
changeF when a sudden change of the yolume lloW rate,has
occured) " ,

Where mixing ventltàtiöri is conêérned, the thermal couplingr (storage etfect) of
-the surrounding roorn surfaces is dependent on the room g,urface area, the
room volume and the air change rate. For displacement ventilation, however,
the dynamic characteristics of the room are complex. Heat exchange by radia-
tion has to be taken into account together with the flow dynamics and thermal
components.

Eoo
CE
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ln order to evaluate the controlled syslem, conective action step respohses
were established. A lypical curve of the slep response of a corrective action is
shown in Fig. 5. A step response concerning volume llow rate change in the
test installation is illustrated in Fig. 6.

As mentioned before the coeflicient of difficulty of the controlled system S to be
expected is defined as the dead time Tu divided by the recovery time Tn:

s = Tu/Tg (1)

Where this value is smaller than 0.1, the control system is easily adjustable. ll,
however, the value is more than 0.3, the system is difficult to control. ln the
case of displacement ventilation, the coefficient of difficulty is between 0.2 and
0.4, depending on the air volume flow rate and on the time constant ol the sen-
sor.

"c

23.4

s,r,=#=o4o

srrr=å= 0.18

srrr= # = o.¿o

(2)

Fig. 6

I 24 40
Time (min)

56 72

Step response of the room air temperature when the air volume flow
rate changes from 600 ma/h to 200 m3/h with ditferent sensors.
Three sensors were tested:

1 PT 100 sensor (without case, shorl delay since mass small)
2 PT 100 room sensor (relatively large mass)
3 Thermoelement (minimum delay)
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Time delay Tu 
i,:

This is essentially determined by the time required lor the transport of the air
from the inlet to the sensor.

ru = kL uoü
Tu Time detay (min)
Ûzt Supply air llow rate (m3/h)

V Filling quanrity (m3)
' k¡ -Laminar factor (1)

The time deiay is thus significantly larger at small heat loads. The meaöured
effective time delay is in the range of one to several minútes. '

Recovery time Tn

This is influenced essentially by the time constant ol the sensor. From the
equation

c-To= rrlTn (1)

an attempt has to be made to keep the denominator as large as possible.
When the recovery time (sensor time constant) is large, S is indeed reduced,
but the actual room temperature values áre not determined due to the inertia ol:
the sensor. This has a negative etfect on the control. The control reaction time
becomes longer and the temperatures in the zone near to the floo,q,vãt! cofta:
spondingly. ;"



3.3 Control Algorlthm

Some conlrol fundamenlals are here repeated as recollection.

The loop amplilication is important for the stability of control. This amplilication

is formed by the controller gain K¡ and the system gain K5'

64

Vo = KR' Ks (3)

[3, p. 68]

K¡

Kg

vo

Y¡
xp

Xn

Y¡

i#ffi*,ÍçÎfre'¡
control ranqe - K.

correctinõlan-ge tmml

Xn

xp
Y6 X¡

4ç (4)

Loop amplification

Gorrecting range, i.e. valve litt

Control range

changement of the controlled variable with opened and closed
actuator

Proportional band

amount which must change the conlrolled variable that the correcting
variable runs through the whole correcting range Y¡

Vg=
Y¡
X¡=

xp

Optimum amplilication for P-conlrol can be calcu.lated wilh the following for-
mula:

X¡
Xpopi voopt

voopt r ou/Tg)

(s)

(6)

13, p 2731

For Tu/Tg = 0,3 Vgepl = 2,9
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't

The control range X¡ of displacement ventilation is about 4 K, consequently for
TuÆg = 3, Xpopt will be

1,4 K
4

2,9Xpop,

This corresponds a temperature deviation in the room ol ¡0,7 K.

lf, however, a room with displacement ventilation, cooled ceilíng and additional
heating is considered, the corresponding sequences have to be taken into ac-
counl.

Using an energy free zone between heating and cooling a total P-band up to
4 K will be necessary.

heating
neutral zone

ceiling
ing (VAV)

//

Fig.7 Control sequencés fòr a displacement ventilated roðm'with cooled
ceiling and additional heating

This means that the etlective room air temperature fluctuates without any
oversheoting of the control depending on the load at around t 2 K (constant
control deviation of controller).

lf, however, such a fluctuation is not permitted, a Pl-controller must be used
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Control of Cooled Ceiling, Radiation lnfluence

lf the radiation inlluence is not taken inlo account when measuring the alr tem-
perature in the room, it is preferable lo use a P-algorithm for the control of the

cooled ceiling: at full capacity of the cooled ceiling, with an open. control valve,

the set point deviation will reach the amounl of the P-band. The resulting,

higher åAuat value of the room-air temperature is compensated accordingly
concerning comfort by the rad¡ation of the cooled ceiling.

ControlConcept

An example of the control of the displacement ventilation system with cooled

ceiling is shown in Fig. 8.

The number of variables in a displacement ventilation with cooled ceiling'is
much larger than in a conventional room air temperature control. The sequen-
ces and the characteristic curves for set point variation can only be reasònably
realised by using a digital controller. Accordingly the input parameters are very
numerous. The cc¡mfort at the work place as well as the energy consumption
are influenced by the adjustment of these parameters. lt is scarcely possible

though to reach'such an optimisation in a real building - the marginal cqnditions
vary too much to do expressive cornparative mea$urements lor optimisation.
For this purpose it is better to use simulation or laboratory tests.
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Fig. I An example of the control of displacement ventilation with cooled ceiling
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5. Çonclusion

laboratory tests the conclusions are as follows:

i

Unlike mixing ventilat¡on, the control system of ðlsplacement
ventilation con
nent becorñes
To keep the to
it is preferable lo use sensors with a sm,all.time constant. ,

propriate operation of the system. This means that by using the
P-control, greater room air temperatúre'deüiations will result.
Thidsolutiöri"ïëstricts comfort, bul lowers tñe energy consump--tion:'-"' ''i'*"-'"

Cooled,ceilings have a small time constant and therefore.react
: Quickly. Although,the radiation share of the ceiling.is morq than

50 % it is not normallytaken into account when measuring the
, air temperature i4 lh.e room. .To compensate partly lor,the.ra-
: diation influence, it is advantageous to use a,P.algorithm for the

control of the cooled ceiling. .

The characteristic of a room temperature contçol system for
mechanically ventilated rooms is determined b[two processes,
n-amely the llow dynamie and thermal components of which the
llow dynamic component is imporlant for control.

Sequences between cooling (VAV and ceiling) and heating as
well as an energy free zone have to be considered to allow ap-

Unlike a conventional room airtemperatufe control the displa-
cement vent¡lation with cooled ceiling has an essentially larger
amoqnt of variables. An optimal setting of the parameters is

therefore more ditficult.

- : 't:

It can be seen, a lot of work still remains to be done in order to optimise the
control system.
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Floor area
Laminar lacter
System gain

Controller gain

Coetficient of ditliculty of
the control loop
Recovery time
Mixing time constant
Dead time
Time delay
Extract air flow volume

Fïlling quantity
Loop amplification
Vertical velocity of interlace layer

Flow volume in the plumes

Supply air flow rate

Control range

Propoñionalband
Correcting range (lift)

Room temperature

Supply air temperature

F
kL

K9

K¡
S

Ts
Ty
Tr

TU

vAr
V
Vs

v¡
vwo
Vzt-

X¡
xp
Y¡
ûs
ù¿t
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1
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